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Optimise: 
Brand new features 

to help drive engagement 
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Goals are getting an upgrade! 

See what’s new … 

We’re pleased to announce that the goals feature on Optimise is getting an upgrade!  

We’ve added new features, a great new look, and lots more automation and tracking to make the 
goals SMART and more intuitive.  
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New Features 

 

Motivation: 

Record your personal motivation for achieving the goal.  Keep it close and visible as a reminder of 

the bigger picture to help you push on through the highs and lows.  

 

  

Barriers: 

Think about what might stop you from achieving your goal.  We’ll send you tips and advice on how 

to work through. 
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Auto-tracking: 

Connect a fitness tracker or app and track your progress automatically.  We’ll keep you updated on 

progress with notifications and reminders and let you know when it’s time to level up! 

 

 

Streaks have changed too! 

With daily goals you earn a streak every day you complete that goal. With weekly goals you will 

earn a streak every week you complete your goal. No more excuses, get those streaks logged! 
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Fewer categories 

We’re bringing the focus onto the areas that can have the biggest impact on your health and 

wellbeing with 6 key categories (you’ll see fewer still if you don’t drink or smoke!) 

 

 

Real life impact on health and wellbeing 

See how achieving your goal can have a real impact on your health and wellbeing. Watch your risk 

factors turn from red (high risk) through to green (low risk). 
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And now the clever stuff that happens in the 

background … 

 

Auto-set goals 

Optimise will set 2 goals automatically for each user upon registration (completion of onboarding); 

the Steps goal and Eat more healthily goal. 

The Steps goal is appropriate for most people and will encourage users to connect a wearable if 

they haven’t done so already.   

The Eat more healthily goal is also relevant to the vast majority of users, very few of us have the 

perfect diet! The goal may prompt users to engage further, updating their assessments and diet 

data to move into the green! 

 

Non-smokers, non-drinkers 

The smoking and alcohol goals will be hidden if a user states that they don’t drink or smoke.   

 

Automated goal tracking via wearables and fitness trackers 

If a user connects a wearable, the data provided will be used to auto complete or update goals, 

keeping the platform feeling dynamic, relevant, and fresh. 

Auto-tracked goals include:   

• Weight goal   

• Steps goal  

• Minutes of activity goal  

• Sleep goal   

The minutes of activity and weight data received from the wearable can and will automatically 

update the user’s assessment score and health balance (healthy days).  The platform will check the 

data approximately once a week and update the scores as necessary.  Any change to assessment 

scores or healthy days will trigger an email notification to the user.  

Note: steps data does not map to assessment questions (which requires MET minutes) and so 

therefore will not automatically update the assessment. However, steps data requires the 

connection of a wearable, and the wearable is likely to provide active minutes data which in turn 

will update the assessment scores, physical activity risk factor and health balance. 
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Basic functionality 

Users will be able to add, edit or delete a goal.  Once a goal has been set, it will be greyed out on 

the categories page, to prevent users setting the same goal multiple times.  

Behavioural change 

Users have the option to add a “motivation” to their goal at any time (they are prompted to do so 

on the individual goal screen). The motivation can be used to “remind” users of their original 

motivation once the goal has been in progress for a while.   

As the user adds a motivation, they will be asked to select from a drop-down of potential barriers.  

They will then be sent targeted content to assist them in dealing with the barrier they selected, and 

more generic support in achieving their goals.    

What happens to the old goals? 

Unfortunately, this means that the old goals will disappear. Don’t worry, we’ll give users plenty of 

notice and two email notifications before this happens. And we think they’ll love the new goals so 

much that they won’t mind saying goodbye to the old and embracing the new.  

Additional changes 

The Activity screen will be moving too.  The data currently shown on activity is now fully integrated 

into goals. However, if you still want to go and check your Activity stats they can be reached quickly 

and easily from goals, challenges or by clicking on the profile and settings menu under the avatar. 

As with goals, a banner will advise users of the change in advance. 




